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Given two images of an n-point configuration which undergoes 3D rotation, trans-
lation and scaling; Our problems are (i) How can we match the corresponding points in
the two images? Can all the possible mapping be found? (ii) What underlying motions
and associated depth components of these points could account for the two images ?
(ill) Can the object be recovered uniquely? This fonnulation of !he n-point problem is in
the most general selling and does not assume aunlmtes or feawres. A natural question
to ask is whelher an n-poinL problem is equivalent to a set of fewer-point problem. This
paper presents a method which reduces an n-point problem to a set of 4-point problems.
The effort of reduction takes O(n) steps and it also takes O(n) steps to construct all
possible mappings of an n-point set from the solution to a 4-point problem. Other
results include (1) CopJanariLy condition of four points in two views. (2) Recovering the




Finding correspondences between primitive elements in two images (referred to as
the correspondence problem) is a fundamental task in stereopsis and motion analysis.
Featured-based (discrete) approaches in motion analysis [11][12][15] often assume that
the correspondence of elements between consecutive frames has beeen established. The
conventional methods lean toward separating the correspondence problem from the
motioulstructure problems [9]:
Apparently, these two problems [the correspondence problem and the struc-
ture from motion problem] are solved independently by the human visual sys-
tem... The critical empirical evidence for this is that none of the measurement
on which the correspondence process rests involve three-dimensional angles
or distance-- they are all two-dimensional measuremnets ... Thus, there is no
deep need. for any feedback from the latter task to the earlier.
With this viewpoint, the solutions for resolving correspondences among primitives
lies in a fundamental principle which says the images of a given physical point should
be similar to each other, at least in certain respects. For example. [4] uses sign change
and orientation of the local zero-crossing contours as attributes of candidates, [3] uses
phtometric information as attributes of an area, [8] attempts to characterize local struc-
ture, [10][14] suggest keeping track of features through small incremental movement.
Little thought was given on how the knowledge of an unknown motion itself
might facilitate the correspondence process. To what extent, could properties of a rigid
motion (unknown) be used to perform the task of matching without involving the attri-
butes of the candidate points? This turns the correspondence problem into a geometri-
cal relationship among a collection of primitives in two frames. It should be
emphasized that we do not advocate ignoring attributes or local structures. Rather, the
viewpoint is that we first examine the correspondence process from motion constraints,
and then the results derived. under this general formulation could be used to supplement
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the conventional methods.
In this paper we investigate with regard to weak perspective views how to relate
the correspondence, the motion and the structure of an n-points object, given two
images which might have different scales. Section 2 defines and discusses the problem.
Section 3 develops our techniques and discusses advantage and disadvantage of using




Consider an object consisting of n points denoted by Aj (0 :=; i S; n-l) in 3D space.
Let Aj be the orthographic projection of Ai into the image plane. We can rotate.
translate and scale the object and observe the effect on the projections of the n points in
the image plane. A precise mathematical model is as follows: Let
Bj == (J (R Ai + T) = cr RAj + 0' T where R denotes 3D rotation; T denotes 3D transla-
tion; cr is a nonzero positive constant. The orthographic projection of B j onto the image
plane are denoted by B j. Thus we have two sets: FIRST == { Aj : 0 ~ i ~ n -1 ; Ai is the
first two components of Ai } and SECOND == ( Bi : 0 ~ i ~ n-l; B j is the first two
components of B j ). Figure 1 depicts a situation in which FIRST consists of ten as
and SECOND consists of ten.'s. The followings are our problems and will be referred
to collectively as the n-point problem.
(i) How do we match the corresponding points in the two images? Can all possible
mappings be found ?
(ii) What underlying motions and associated depth components of these points could
account for the two images?
(iii) Can the point configuration be recovered uniquely?
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The justification of introducing 0' in the model comes from using orthographic or
parallel projection to approximate perspective projection. It is· well recognized that
parallel projection is a reasonable approximation to perspective projection subject to a
scale if the distance of the object to the camera is much larger than the size of the
object. This same approximation was observed by Roberts [17], which he calls "weak"
perspective. Mundy [16] also uses this approximation, which he calls affine transfonna-
tion, and contains detail discussions:
The affine approximation is usually quite reasonable for practical viewing
application. Suppose one is imaging an industrial object 5 inches in diameter
from 50 inches away. For an image sensor 0.5 inches square, the focal length
required is about 2.5 inches, assuming that the object subtends half the field
of view..... As another example, consider outdoor image applications such as
obstacle recognition.... again the approximation is valid... The approximation
is violated for cases ... A typical example .. is a scene showing a road ..
extending off to the horizon.
The scale might be different in the two images due to a significant motion of an
object (usually a large translational movement along the optical axis). This justification
is reasonable for the case of the discrete approach but might not be for the case of con-
tinuous or flow-based approach. In the flow-based approach, the incremental motion
between two consecutive frames is usually very small which implies that the scale
remains more or less the same. However, the accumulation effects over a long period
of time would result in a scale factor change.
2.2 Discussion
A more complicated problem is to consider a scene containing several objects,
each undergoing its own motion. Thus Fffi.ST and SECOND will contain projections
of several mixed objects. Another generalization of the problem is to add uncertainty
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into the model. For example, the positions of the projections may be corrupted by
noise. or some points might appear in one image but not in the other due to occlusion
or other reasons. Further, a curved segment or a region may replace a point in the
problem.
For problem (i), there are n! different one to one mappings between the two
images. The computational complexity of examining all mappings becomes intolerable
as n becomes large. Further, there seems to be no systematic method of rejecting an
inconsistent mapping. In general, a unique mapping between FIRST and SECOND
does not exist To see this, consider several points, unifonnly separated around a circle
in space, undergoing an arbitrary motion; then many mappings are possible. It is also
apparent that a unique recovery for problem (iii) is generally not possible in this setting
(no attributes or other structural properties). As a trivial example, consider the case of
two points; then there are infinitely many objects which are consistent with the images.
Also [9] note that
With just two views, any number of points can be constructed that no unique
three-dimensional interpJ'clauon (although some combination fortunately
will)...
Our theory would systematically resolve the above Marr's argument (i.e "if some
combination fortunately will" and uniqueness). Our approach to these problems comes
from the concept of basis in linear algebra. The concept of basis in space leads us to
ask if an n-point problem can be reduced to a set of fewer-point problems. There are
two aspects of this question. The first aspect is the reduction step which enables one to
study n-point problem on more manageable sets without affecting the answers. The
second aspect is to analyze these problems on small sets. In section 3 we first discuss
how to reduce a n-point problem to a 4-point problem. Next, we devote ourselves to
analyzing the 4-point problem.
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3. Theory
This section consists of three subsections. Subsection 3.1 describes the basic nota-
tion. Subsection 3.2 deals with constructing correspondences from four points to n
points. We discuss how to establish all possible correspondences for the n-point prob-
lem. Subsection 3.3 discusses how to solve for all possible motions for a four-point
problem.
One of the points, denoted by A 0 from FIRST will be chosen as the reference
point and as the origin of the coordinate system. By doing this, the rotational axis is
adjusted to pass through A0 without changing the rotational matrix R. Further the trans-
lation T becomes zero if relative displacement instead of absolute position is used. The
argument is summarized as follows: Let FIRST and SECOND be given, and let A 0 be
the reference point. Using A o as the origin of the coordinate system, we have, for
lS:i$,n-I,
Bi -Bo =(J (RA, +T) -(J (RAo +T)
=(J R (Ai -Ao)
Renaming Bi -Bo as Bi and Ai -Ao as Ai> we have Bi =0' RAj for 1,::;; i ~ n-l with
the understanding that Ao is also an object point. For the time -being, the correspon-
dence between Aj and Bj is given for the purpose of establishing several basic tools.
Later this assumption will be removed.
3.1 Notation
A 0 == O. AI, A 2 -- three points in the scene
A 0 == 0, A1. A 2 ~- projections of the above three points.
B 0 == 0, B 1. B 2 -- same three points in the scene after motion and scaling
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B 0 == 0, B 1. B 2 -- projections of the above three points.
Lower case Greek letters are used as scalars.
The rotational matrix denoted by R and its principal 2><2 minor R* are written as
where rj is the ith column of R. We will denote (r13. T23)' by ell and (731) T32)1 by
elz where t denotes transpose; I t .12 are called the matching directions, and Jill J I =
11/2 11= 1; further ell- denotes (-r23. 713)', elz· denotes (732. -731)', i.e. I} * is per-
pendicular to 110 and 12• is perpendicular to 12-
It was shown in [12] that the rotational matrix has the following form:
[
n12+(l-n12)cos9 nlnz(l-cos9)-n3sin9 n1n 3 0-coss)+nZSinS]
R = n,n2 (1- cosS) + n,sinS n22 + (1- ni) cosS n2n, (1 - cosS) - n,sinS
ntn3 (1- cosS) - nzsin8 nzn3(1- cosS) + ntsin8 n32 + (1- n3 2)cos8
where (nl nz n3) is the rotational axis ; 8 is the rotational angle; and the tilt direction
of the rotational axis is given by (n 1 nz).
We shall call the following R as degenerate motion.
[ . . ~lR= 00~J
This class of motions can arise in several ways:
(1) The optical axis is the rotational axis, i.e.• every point rotates about the viewing
axis.
(2) The direction of the rotational axis can be oriented arbittarily, but the rotational
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angle is a multiple of 360 degrees, which is equivalent to no motion.
(3) The rotational axis lies on the image plane and the rotational angle is 180 degrees.
The physical meaning of degenerate motion is clear if we treat the object as sta-
tionary with the relative motion in space attributed to the observer. In such cases, the
projection plane remains the same for these frames. In other words, the observer does
not change his viewing direction. Obviously, these frames can be generated through
rotation or reflection or both from a single 2D image. The information are essentially
equivalent to a single image with regard to the structure/motion of the object.
Throughout the paper, the motion is assumed to be nondegenerate.
Whenever three points in two images are found (for instance O. AI, A 2 are
mapped to o. B1. B2), then it induces a mapping f from first image plane R 2 into
second image plane R2 as described below:
Definition:
where ex, pare real numbers.
o will be chosen appropriately so that A1. and A2 form a basis in R 2. r 1 will denote
the inverse mapping by exchanging Ai and B j (j = 1.2). The mapping f here is usually
called an isomorphism between two algebraic structures.
3.2 Four Points vs N points
In this subsection, we first introduce the concept of matching direction (similar to
epipolar line), which is useful for finding possible matches in the second frame when a
point in the first frame is given. This is an important step, though straightforward.
Next, we derive a coplanarity condition and show how to find four noncoplanar points.
From four noncoplanar points. we use f (the induced mapping) to derive matching
directions 11,/2 up to a scalar. From matching directions 11012 and f. we show the
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possible correspondences of an image point A is restricted to the line of I(A) + d 'I
where d is a parameter. Furthennore, we show Oemma 3) that any point on I(A) + dl 1
in the second image, given the correspondence over the four points is realizable, can be
taking as a corresponding point of A where A is any point in the first image. Lemma 3
provides a basis to extend the correspondence over a given set of four points to n points
without affecting the possible underlying motions. A reduction algortihm to find all
possible mappings with computation complexity 0 (n 5) is then given.
Fact 1: Let R be a rotation and (a, b) be an image point in the first frame; then the
coordinates of the corresponding unage point in second frame are
(a Tn + b TI2 + s r 13. a T21 + b r22 + S T23) where s (a parameter) is the depth asso-
ciated with (a, b). In other words, the corresponding point in the second frame can be
any point of a line passing through (a r 11 + b r 12, a r21 + b r22) in direction
(rl3, r23) i.e. [1'
Theorem 1: Let 0, A 1. A 2 and 0, B 1, B 2 be two projections of three points undergo-
ing nondegenerate motion. Let A 3 and B 3 be a correspondence in the two images.
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for 0, A lo A 2• A 3 to be coplanar in space is
that/A, ~B,.
Proof' See Appendix 1.
Theorem 1 provides a simple coplanarity criterion for four points from two
images. Actually, the infonnation contained in the fourth point becomes redundant after
coplanarity is recognized. One can see that the movement of any point lying on this
plane can be easily established from available observables by f. Intuitively, the motion
of three noncolinear points in a planar patch determines the movement of the patch in
the image. However, the movement of a point which is not on this planar patch could
not yet be determined.
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Since theorem 1 is a necessary and sufficient condition, it implies that the condi-
tion leA3) '# B 3 would enable one to conclude 0, A lo A2, A 3 to be noncoplanar. In
fact, lemma 2 below shows that other infonnation could be deduced.
Lemma 1: Given two different weak perspective views of four noncoplanar points and
the correspondence between them. Then the matching directions in the two views are
uniquely determined (up to a sign) from the images. In fact, given the same notation as
in theorem I, leA3) - B3 has the same direction as 11 and r 1 (B3) - A3 has the same
direction as 12 _
Proof' See Appendix 2.
Lemma 2: Let a correspondence between four noncoplanar points in the two frames
and a fifth point A in the first image be given. Then a necessary condition for a point in
the second image to be a correspondence of A is to lie on the line passing through f(A)
with direction 11_
Proof: See Appendix 3.
Lemma 3: Let Q= (a,R,T) be a motion which can account for a correspondence over
four noncoplanar points in the two frames. Let a fifth point A in the first image be
given. Let B, which is in the second image, be any point on the line passing through
f(A) with direction 11- Then Q can always account for the extended correspondence by
mapping A to B.
Proof' See Appendix 4.
Recall that FIRST and SECOND both contain n image pnints. We try to answer
systematically how many mappings are permissible, what are these mappings, what are
possible underlying motions for each permissible mapping? Is there any situation
which allows a unique motion recovery?
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Suppose G is the set of motions which could account for a given correspondence
m (i.e m is realizable) between FIRST and SECOND. OnT goal is to find m and G.
The approach is first to identify four noncoplanar points {O, A 10 A 2. A3 } in the first
image. Next we have to consider all possible mappings from {O, AI. A z • A 3 } into
SECOND because one of the goals is to find out all pennissible mappings. There are
O(n4 ) mappings to be examined. Obviously m restricted to (O.A b Az,A3l is one of
the 0 (n 4 ) mappings. Once this restricted m is under examination, one would find out
that m(A,) lies on the line of f(A,) + d, /, for 4,; i ,; n-l, Using lemma 3, nne conld
derive m from the restricted m. For G, which is the set of motions associated with m,
one knows that G is related to the four points from lemma 3. We will discuss how to
solve for it in the next section. For the time being, we will assume that all 0 (n 4 ) map-
pings are realizable.
However, there is no way to identify four noncoplanar points (O, AI> Az. A3)
from a single image unless other information and other techniques (e.g. shape from
shading, shape from shape, or strucnrral properties) are used. One possible method
using two images is simply to choose a subset of four points from FIRST and considers
n(n-I)(n-2)(n-3) possible mappings into SECOND. Theorem I then tells ns which map-
ping interprets the four points to be noncoplanar. For these cases, one could proceed to
extend correspondence as discussed above. For those coplanar cases, one has to con-
sider extra point in order to break the coplanarity. This approach would require at least
complexity of 0 (n 4 ) to begin with.
An alternative to searching for four noncoplanar points is to start with three
instead of four points. First we choose any three noncollinear points (name them as
O,A l>A z from FIRST and consider all possible mappings into SECOND. This gives
rise to n(n-I)(n-2) possible (not necessarily pennlssible) ones. We will nse O,B l,B z as
the name of corresponding elements in SECOND for each mapping. As mentioned
before, an f is induced between the two image planes for each mapping. We next per-
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fonn the lest I(A,) E SECOND for 3 " i "n-l. If one of the lest (say i = k) is not
true, then Ak is the fourth point to be added to the original three points. Since no
matter how Ak is mapped into SECOND (there are 0-3 possibilities), one always inter-
prets a,A l>Az.Ak to be noncoplanar. If tests are true for every i, then there are (0-
3)(0-4)/2 + 1 mappings to be generated from three points to find out the existence of
four noncoplanar points. Among them (0-3)(0-4)/2 mappings have interpretation of
four noncoplanar points, and one of them has found a planar patch interpretation for
these n points. To see this, one notices that, for the f under consideration,
f(A j ) E SECOND are true for 3 S; i $ n-l. Thus one obtains a coplanar interpretation
by sending Aj to f(A j ) for 3 S; i ::;; n-l. Now which point does one have to include into
the set of {O,A loA 2 } to have four noncoplanar points? Clearly, one could include A 3
by not mapping it to !(A3). Consequently, there are n-4 mappings here. However, the
coplanar mapping which sends A 3 to !(A 3) could not be ignored (this means A3 is
bound now). Thus one has to consider including A 4 into the set, which would yield
(n-5) mappings for noncoplanar interpretation. Continuing in this manners, one obtains
(n-3)(n-4)/2 mappings for existence of four noncoplanar points and one mapping for
planar patch interpretation.
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The algorithm to extend G3F = (O,A "A 2 ) to four-element subset is given below:
Algorithm:
(Initialization):
Let ( A, .. An) = FIRST - G3F;
Create n(n-I)(n-2) fJ.;'S (mappings from
G3F into SECOND) and let
ALPHA = 1fJ.,: I,; i'; n(n-I)(n-2)}
for Ct; E ALPHA do _
Qa, = SECOND - fJ.i(G3F); /*Q ... consists ofB, .. Bn /*
for 3 ~ j ::;; n re]1e3.t
Rj := fa, (Aj)
until RjE Qa,. is false;
case:
j" n-3: .1* spawn n-3 mappings */
Add A j to Q]F and spawn n-3 mappings
by sending Aj to each element in
SECOND - fJ.(G3F) respectively;
j = n-3: /* spawo (n-3)(n-4)/2 + I mappings '1
Record the "coplanar mapping" which sends Aj to Ri ;
Add A, 19 G3F and spawn n-4 mappings by
sending A 3 to each element in
SECOND - fJ.,(G3F) - fa. (A ,) respectively;,
Spawn1.l-5 mapp-ings by sending A,
to f .. (A3) and A, to n-5 eleE'ents of _
SECOND - fJ.,(G3F) - fa, (A3) - fa, (A,) respectively;
Continuing in this manner, one spawns (n4) + (n-5) + ...+1 mappings.
end
The computations needed can be summarized as follows: First, choose a subset
G3F of three noncollinear points from FIRST. Construct n (n -I)(n -2) mappings from
G3F into SECOND. Second, for each one of n(n-I)(n-2) mappings, one needs to
extend G3F to G4F. It might generate n-3 or n2 mappings. The computation required
to generate n-3 or n2 mappings might take 1 step or n-3 steps. Third. for each mapping
from G4F into SECOND, one applies lemma 3 to extend or reject the mapping. This
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requires n-3 step. Consequently, one needs computations O(n 5 ) roughly to search for
all permissible mappings between FIRST and SECOND, assuming each mapping over
four points is realizable.
3.3 Solutions for fOUf points problem
This section shows any arbitrary mapping between gIven four points m two
images is always realizable. Next we show how to decide all possible motions for a
given mapping and thus the relative positions of a n-points object
Theorem 2: Given a mapping between two sets of four noncoplanar points in two
- . - '"frames, the scale (J can be recovered uniquely. In fact B 1 . 11 = a AI' 12
Proof· See Appendix 5.
The implication of theorem 2 is twofold: First it shows a benifit gained by using
weak: perspective to approximate perspective projection. Imagine an object (with four
noncoplanar featured points) undergoing an unknown motion. Three models could be
used for problem formulation. The first model is to use perspective projection; the
second one is to use parallel projection; the third one is to use weak perspective model.
In the third model, theorem 2 gives us approximately how far the object travels away
from the camera along the optical direction. Second it leads us to decide in the next
theorem what are the possible correspondences between the two set of four points in
two images. Further it enable (see theorem 4) us to determine a one parameter family
of possible motions explictly.





If one adds these three equations multiplied by proper coefficients, respectively. one
obtains
Equations (3.3.1-3.3.3) describe how 11 and 12 (up to a unknown constant) are derived.
Next one substitue 11 * and 12 * back to anyone of the equations to derive cr. Thus these
three equations are always consistent when 0' is treated as a parameter (one degree of
freedom). However, if cr is taken to be 1 as it is in the pure parallel projection model,
then these three equations are not necessarily consistent. The following theorem shows
that any noncoplanar mapping of four points is always realizable (Le. accountable by
some rigid motion) in weak. perspective model. In fact, theorem 4 gives a one parame-
ler family of motions explictly for each noncoplanar mapping.
Theorem 3: Any mapping of four points in the two images can always be realized.
Proof: Recall
[ . r
13] • [-r23] . [r 32 ]
. r23 ;c I, = ; C 12 = I 111I I = I 11 2 I I = l.
'13 -r31
'31 '32 '33
Whether a given mapping could be realized or not, it depends on the solutions to the
equations below.
- .-B 1 =O'R Al+aSlcll
- .-B3=crR A3+O'S3C1l
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It is clear that 0, 11 and 12 could be decided. However c is a unknown constant
between -1 and 1. The task here is to find solutions for SIoS2.S3 and R* such that R*
is the principle minor of a rotational matrix. Since the third column of R is perpendic-
ular to other columns, we get
, R' I '11 = -r33 2
and from [5]
Rewriting them into matrix. form, one gets
Thus
[-r
33 12'] , [-"I-C212']
=(1, I,') I;' =(1, I, ) I;'
The constructed R* above indeed makes R a rotation (one could check it by writ-
iog it out). Notices that c is the only parameter. To show that SI,82,s3 can be found
subsequently, one has to demonstrate that Bi - 0' R* Ai is indeed parallel to 11. Writ-
ing it out, one gets
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- '" - .It now suffices to show Bj - cr 12 I Ai 11 is parallel to 11' For this, we show it is per-
pendicular to 11·:
( Bi - (J 12*t Ai /1'" ) . 11 '"
- '" .- '" '"
=Bi '/, -<J /2 'Ai (/, '/, = 1)
= a (see 3.3.1 -3.3.3) Q.E.D.
Theorem 3 gives a clear distinction between the weak perspective model and the
parallel projection model concerning if a mapping is permissible or not. Using our
model, any noncoplanar mapping is realizable and can be accounted for by a parameter
family of motions. If a pure parallel projection model is used, then the given mapping
could be realized only if the derived <J equals 10 1.
The construction of R* in fact is a representation of a general R. One could see
that 11 and 12 represent two degrees of freedom (remember their norms are both unity),
and scalar c which is between -1 and 1 represents another degree of freedom.
4. Discussion
Our algorithm is based on the searching for four points in one image and examines
all possible mappings of these four points into another image. There are roughly O(n4 )
mappings. For each mapping, one could derive the matching directions 11 and 12 from
lemma 1. Once 11 and 12 are derived, theorem 3 gives a one parameter family of Tota-
tion and theorem 2 gives the scale. Recall that each mapping also induces a mapping f.
Using f. one could derive a matching line f(Aj) + dj 11 for each Aj • Next one would use
lemma 3 to extend the mapping until it include all of n points.
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Our algorihtm takes O(n5) to solve the n-points problem. This means (i) find out
all realizable mappings Cii) find out all possible motions for each permissible mapping
(iii) find out the relative depths with regard to each motion. An assumption is that all
points are visible in each view. It is evident that several issues such as missing points,
multiple objects, sensitivity, range of applicability of our model. and realistic applica-
tions might arise. We will discuss these issues briefly and give some simulation results.
4.1 Missing points and Multiple objects
If some of the points may be missing, then the chosen four points in one image
may not be present in another image, while in the case of multiple objects, the chosen
four points may not lie in the same object. Thus it becomes necessary to examine n(n-
1)(n-2)(n-3) different subsets of four points from each image and thereby makes the
computations O(n 9) (recall that it takes O(n) computations for each mapping). How-
ever, difficulties and complications exist in deciding the permissibility of a mapping. In
the case of missing points a legitimate mapping does not necessarily find a correspon-
dence for every point in the first image. It depends on how many points disappear. In
the case of multiple objects, the knowldge of the number of objects is useful for decid-
ing the possible members of objects (see case 3 in experimental section).
4.2 A Realistic Approach
In most practical problems, many attributes and local structures of primitive ele-
ments are present. Furthermore multiple objects and missing points are likely to occur.
In general there is no need to search for all possible mappings which could be theoreti-
cally realized. What it requires is to search for the one which already exists. It goes
without saying that a good vision system should use as much information as possible
for the pU1Jlose of robustness. Starting with 0(n 4 ) or 0(n 8 ) mappings to perform
matching is an enormous task in our algorithm. On the other hand conventional
methods are based on a good heuristic principle - the images of a given physical point
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should be similar to each other. Thus a good approach is to combine our results with
conventional matching methods. First one could use visible attributes or local structures
to perfonn a partial matching. Second, our technique (requiring four points) could be
used to predict the locations of matching for other points. Third one could use conven-
tional method to perform matching along these predicted locations. By doing this, one
provides a mathematical basis to supplement the conventional techniques.
5. Simulation Results
Three simulation experiments to test the analysis were performed on a VAXJ8600.
In the first simulation image data were generated from weak perspective model. The
purpose is to demonstrate the theoretical aspects of the technique. In the second simu-
lation image data were generated from a perspective model. Furthermore, various
amounts of noise ranging from one pixel to three pixels were added to the data. The
goal is to study how often our algorithm succeeds in finding the correct mapping; and
to study the effect of using a weak perspective model to approximate a perspective
model. In the third simulation image data were generated (using weak perspective)
from two objects each exercising different motions. The aim is to illustrate the issues
related to multiple objects.
Simulation l(a): Reduction Algorithm
The experiment to demonstrate the reduction algorithm is as follows: Consider the
two images in Figure I: FIRST = set of ten D's and SECOND = set of ten ·'s. We first
choose 3 D's and denote them by G3F. Clearly there are 1Ox9x8 = 720 possible map-
pings into SECOND. We apply the reduction algorithm to search for a forth point so
that it would extend G3F into four noncoplanar points under each of these mappings.
A simple program can be written using three nested for loops with indexes from I to
10. but requiring that no two indexes be the same. We choose the first three 0"s as G3F
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and the first ODe is the reference point i.e. 0 of the first image. For each of the 720
mappings, we start to examine if [(Ai) is a member of SECOND for 4 ~ i $ n where f
is an induced mapping. Surprisingly, !(A.) does not belong to SECOND for any possi-
ble mappings (recall that SECOND changes if the reference point is chosen differently
in the second image). Thus G3F is expanded to include A 4 and spawn 7 possible map-
pings due to inclusion of A4. Now we have a total of 720><1 = 5040 mappings. For
each one of them, the extension to 10 D's is attempted. Only one mapping (the correct
one and unique in this example) could be extended to include all of theO's. There are
three mappings which could be extended to one more point. The rest of 5036 mappings
could not be extended at all.
Simulation l(b): Use aprian information in scale to reduce searching
Considering the above 5040 mappings from A "A 2 ,A 3 ,A. into SECOND. If the
relative scale between the two images is believed a priori to be between 0.98 and 1.02,
then 70 mappings of which are realizable. However, none of these could be extended
over all n points. If the relative scale between the two images is a priori between 0.99
and 1.01, then 32 mappings of which can be realized. Again none of these 32 mappings
could be extended over n points. Only one mapping of which the relative scale is 0.8
could be extended to include n points. In other words, there is a unique mapping for the
input of two images depicted in Figure 1.
Simualtion 2: Data from perspective projection
Various experiments were run to investigate the sensitivity of our algorithm. Of all
permissible solutions in any example, one is always the set of motion and depth param-
eters we used to generate the observables. The goal of simulations here is to study how
often our algorithm could succeed in finding the correct mapping which arises from the
set of parameters we have used. As for motion parameters, only tilt could be uniquely
recovered based on weak perspective model while there are infinite pairs of slant and
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rotational angle. This could be understood since only the matching directions 11 • 12
and scale (J could be recovered using this model. Furthermore 11 + 12 gives the tilt
direction. Thus the results here would include (i) whether the correct mapping we have
used could be found (ii) the tilt parameter of the rotational motion (iii) the scale
between the two images.
The input data were generated using perspective projection in accordance with the
following scenario: One is imaging an object 5 inches in diameter from 50 inches away.
The image sensor is 0.5 inches square; the focal length is about 2.5 inches; and the
object subtends less than half the field of view.
In the first experiment no noise were added to the input data. The goal is to inves-
tigate if a weak perspective model is a good approximation to a perspective model. We
first choose any four points and manually establish their correspondence. Our algorithm
correctly finds out the correspondence of the remaining points.
In the second series of experiments noise ranging from one pixel to three pixels
were added to the input data. Again we choose four points and manually establish their
correspondence. From these four points, our technique would first derive the motion
parameters and matching directions. For each point in the first image a matching line in
the second image would be derived. We then check the distance of the corresponding
point to this matching line. We also derive the tilt and the scale. Totally 432 experi-
ments are conducted. We found that the average distance of corresponding point to its
matching line is 2 pixels and the standard deviation is 2 pixels also. The average scale
is 1.20 which falls in the range between 1.16 and 1.22 calculated from each point of the
object in the two scenes. The error in tilt angle is 45 degrees. From these, it seems that
weak perspective is a good approximation for the recovery of scale and correspondence
but not a good approximation model for recovery of the motion parameters.
Simulation 3: Multiple objects
- 21 -
Two objects, one containing 7 points, and the other 6 points, undergoing different
motions, were generated using our model. Now, one could not simply choose a particu-
lar set of four points from the first image because object points are fused. All possible
four points in the two images need to be examined. This gives roughly O(n 8) to begin
with. Since O(n 8) is an enonnous number for n = 13. we identify four points in each
object from the first image. Then we consider all possible mappings from the chosen
four points into SECOND. For the first set of four points, we have 17160 mappings to
examine. Out of these, one mapping could be extended to cover 7 points. For the
second set of four points, we again have 17160 mappings to examine. Out of these,
one mapping could be extended to cover 7 points. The mapping, covering 7 points,
generated from the first object shares one point with the mapping, covering 7 points,
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Proof of Theorem 1: The span, A3 = SAl + YA 21 can always be assumed. To
establish sufficiency, recall that R· is a principal minor of R. Since Bi = (J' R Ai,
assuming that 5i is the depth of Ai , we have
forl~i~3 (1)
Write A3 = Ii A 1 + y.42. Applying a R' to this relation and using (I), we
obtain
(2)





Since 11 is not a zero vector due to the assumption of nondegenerate motion, we
have ( Ii s 1 +Y s 2 - s 3 ) = O. Hence, A 3 = Ii A 1 + Y A 2 whence coplanarity follows.
To show necessity, it is sufficient to observe that. since O,A bA2.A3 are coplanar,
A3 =oA l +yA 2 can be extended toA3 =oA l +yAz . Now, applying rotation R and
scale (J to the relation, we have OBI +yB 2 =B 3. Consequently, we see that
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Appendix 2
Proof of Lemma 1: As seen in equation (3) of proof of Theorem I,
( 8 s 1 + YSz - S3 )/1 = !CA 3) - B 3 holds. Since these four points are not coplanar, we
have f(A 3 ) - B3 '* O. Thus we can derive 11 up to a sign (recall that /1 is a unit vector.
Furthermore, we can apply the same technique to derive 12 up to a sign by interchang-
ing the roles of the two frames. Q.E.D.
Appendix 3
Proof of Lemma 2: Let A be any non-feature point ~th s as its depth; let B be the
- - - II<
point corresponding to A after the motion. Write A = BA I + yA 2. Applying R and
scale 0' to the above relations, we have
Hence
and - .-B=<>RA+<>sl,
B = 0 (B, - <> s, I,) + y (B 2 - <> S2 I,) + <> S I,
Rearranging terms, we have
B ~o B, +yB2 +<> (s -0 s, -'(S2) I, =!(A) +<> (s -0 S, -yS2) 1(6)
From this equation, we know that B must lie on a line passing through rCA) with direc-
tion .,. Q.E.D.
Appendix 4
Proof of Lemma 3: Let A E FIRST and C be possible correspondence of A. From
above lemma and equation (6), we know that
C=!(A)+<>(S-OS,-YS2)I,
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From assumption of B, we know that
B =f(A)+b',
Since {J and 11 are known, we have S -0 So -y SI = bfa. Thus s can be derived.
Therefore, if 0 So + YSI + bla is assigned as the depth of A, the same motion (cr,R,T)
can account for the correspondence of A and B. Q.E.D.
Appendix 5
- .-Proof of Theorem 2: Recall that B, = cr R A 1 + cr S 1 I, holds. Taking the scalar
product of both sides with 11 *. one gets
=aI2*t Al

























Figure 1. Squares represent the first image while dots represent the second image
